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Variable-length noiseless coding of sequences of length n produced by a 
discrete memoryless source is considered, where the cost of coding a sequence 
is assumed to be a function only of the code word length. A class of decision 
rules is defined for deciding which of two sources can be coded with smaller 
expected cost as n ~- o~. It is shown that for a large family of cost functions, 
there exists a best decision rule. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let N be the set of all positive integers and R the set of all real numbers.  
Let ~ be the set of all probabil ity vectors p = (p(i) : i ~ N)  such that p(i) ~_ 0 
for all but finitely many i ~ AT. For each k E N, let N1~ ~- {1, 2,..., k}. Let ~ 
be the set of all probabil ity vectors p = (p(i) : i ~ Ne). Let gT~ : ~ --~ ~ be 
the injection such that i fp  = (p(1) : i ~ Nk) ~ ~7~, theng~(p) = q -~ (q~O : i ~ N),  
where 
q(i) = p(i), 1 <~ i <~ k; 
~0,  i>k .  
Each ~ has the topology ~ which it inherits as a subset of R 7~. Let Y be the 
finest topology on ~ such that all the maps ge are continuous. Thus,  O C ~ is 
3 - -open if and only if g~l(O) is Yk-open for all k ~ N. I t  follows from Dugundj i  
(1966, p. 132) that f :  ~- -~ R is continuous if and only i f fog~ is continuous 
for all h ~ N. 
Let ~/" be the set of all subsets of N. Let (N°% ~/'~) be the measurable space 
consisting of N% the set of all sequences (n l ,  n~ ,...) from /V, and j/-~o the 
usual product a-field. For each p ~ ~ and n ~ N, let p~ be the probabil ity 
measure on N ~ such that p~(i 1 .... , i ,) = p(q) ... p(~). Let the support of p~,  
supp(pn), be {x ~ N ~ : p~(x) > 0}. I f  p E ~,  let po~ be the probabil ity measure 
on M/"~ such that po~{(il, i2 ,...) : (i~ ..... i~) = x} = p~(x), x ~ N ~. Let P*  : 
{p~ : p ~ ~o~}. The elements of ~*  are called discrete memoryless ources. We 
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think of each p~ e ~*  as an information source generating at each time i c N 
a random integer ni so that (n 1 , ne .... ) is distributed according to p~.  Let S 
be a finite set of I S L -- D >~ 2 elements. (In this paper, if B is a finite set, 
I B I denotes the cardinality of B.) Let S* be the set of all finite sequences from 
S. Suppose we wish to code sequences of length n produced by P~o e 2"  into 
code words from S*. To do this we use a map ¢: N ~ -~ B* such that¢ restricted 
to supp(p~) is one-to-one, and ¢[supp(p.)] satisfies the prefix condition, We 
call such a map a variable-length noiseless code for coding sequences of length 1~ 
produced by p~.  The set of all such maps we denote by c~.(p~). I f¢  e c~.(p~), 
let E¢: N ~ --~ N be the map such that t~(x) is the length of ¢(x), x ~ N ". 
Let 0: [1, oo] ---> [0, oo) be a nondecreasing function. For each p~ e 2"  and 
¢ e c~.(p~), if x ~ N '* then O([¢(x)) will denote the cost of coding x into ¢(x). 
Thus, we are assuming that the cost of coding depends only on the code word 
length. I f  p~ e ~*  and ¢ ~ ~*(p~), let 0(¢, n, P~o) denote the expected cost 
resulting from using ¢ to code the sequences of length n produced by p~.  Thus, 
0(¢, n, p~) = 2~N~ p~(x) O(E¢(X)). Define ~)(n, p~) to be the minimum expected 
cost obtainable by variable-length coding of the sequences of length n produced 
by p~.  Thus, O(n, p~) = minee~*(~) 0(¢, n, p~). (It is not hard to show that 
the minimum exists.) 
We define an order < on 2"  as follows: I f /x , ,  e 2" ,  then/~ <,  if and only 
if O(n,/x) < O(n, ,) for n sufficiently large. This defines a strict partial order 
on 2"  (that is, < is transitive and/x % v implies, 42/~.) This order is important 
for the following reason: Suppose we have a family d of information sources 
C ~* .  It is desired to choose a/~ a d which can be coded with small cost as 
n ---> cxb. This we suppose is our only criterion for selection. I f  v ~ d, then v 
would not be a candidate for selection if there exists/~ c d with/z ~ v. 
It would be advantageous to have a rule to enable us to decide if/~ % v. 
I f  we had a function h: 2 --* R such that h(p) < h(q) implies p~ < q~, this 
would give us such a rule. We could use h in the obvious manner: Given two 
sources p~,  q~ a 2" ,  we would evaluate h(p) and h(q); if h(p) < h(q) we would 
decide that p~ < q~ ; if h(q) < h(p) we would decide that q~ % i0~ ; if h(p) -- 
h(q), we would make no decision. It would be reasonable to require that h be 
a continuous function of the source. 
This discussion otivates the following definitions. 
DEFINITIONS. h: 2 -~ R is defined to be a decision rule if: 
(a) p q ~ 2 and h(p) < h(q) imply that p~o < q~o ;
(b) h is continuous. 
Let ~(0)  be the family of all decision rules. We define h: 2 --* R to be a best 
decision rule if: 
(c) h ~ ~(0) ;  
(d) I f  h 'e.@(0) and h'(p) < h'(q), then h(p) < h(q). 
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Note that a best decision rule, if one exists, does as good a job of detecting pairs 
(/z, v) for which/~ ~ v as all the other decision rules put together. For, if h is 
a best decision rule, and some other decision rule can be used to decide that 
/~ ~ v, then h can be used to decide this also. I f  h is a best decision rule, then h 
is not unique; but h is essentially unique in the sense that all other best decision 
rules are functions of h. 
The purpose of this paper is to find sufficient conditions on O in order for 
there to exist a best decision rule. 
Statement of The Main Result. 
I f  p = (p(i) : i ~ N) ~ ~,  let Pmax = maxi~N p(i~. For each /3 ~ (--  o9, ~] ,  
define a function H~: ~ --~ R as follows: 
If p ~ ~,  define 
tI~(p) = [(/3 + 1)//3] 1ogD [p(i)]l/(~+l) , fl =/= O, --1 < fi < o0. 
k/=~l J 
i Ho(p) = -- p") logD p(i), where 0 lOgD 0 = 0. 
HB(p) == loge(Pmax)/fi, -- oo < fi <~ -- 1. 
H~(p) = 1ogD [ supp(p)l. 
For --  1 </3 < o% H 0 is the R~nyi entropy of order (fi + 1)-1. H 0 is the Shannon 
entropy. H~ is termed Hartley entropy by Acz61 and Dardczy (1975, p. 120). 
Here is the main result: 
THEOREM 1. Let 0: [1, oo) --~ [0, oo) be increasing and twice differentiable 
with non-vanishing derivative. Suppose lim,o~ O"(t)/O'(t) exists, and lies in 
(-- oo, oo]. Define/3 ---- (ln D) -1 lim,~, O"(t)/O'(t). Then H e is a best decision rule. 
For example, consider the case where 0(t) ~- t. Then 0(n, p~) is the minimum 
expected code word length. This is well-known to be roughly nHo(p), a result 
of Shannon (1948). It is therefore not surprising that in this case H 0 would give 
a best decision rule. This is what Theorem 1 gives since 13 = 0. 
An Auxiliary Result. The following result, which we will prove later, can be 
used to obtain Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let 0 satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1. Let /3 : (ln D) -1 
lim,~o~ O"(t)/O'(t), where fi ~ (--c~, ~]. Then, for each p ~ ~,  
l im~ n-lO -1 × [@n, p~)] exists and equals HB(p). 
(In the preceding 0-1 denotes the inverse of (9.) 
In  this section, we will show how Theorem 2 implies Theorem I. 
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If  p, q ~ ~,  we define p × q ~ 9 ~ as follows: Let m = max{i ~ N : p(i) > 0}. 
Let n = max{i e N : q(i) > 0}. Then, 
(p × q)(~n+,.) = Pi+lq~ ,
(p × q)") = O, 
O ~ j  ~m--  l, 1 <~ r ~n;  
i>mn.  
We say p ~ ~ is trivial if p(i) ---- 1 for some i, 
The following is easily verified: 
(a) For fixed p ~ ~,  fi --~ He(p) is a nondeereasing continuous function 
from (--co, o0] --+ R. It is an increasing positive function i fp  is not trivial. 
(b) For fixed fi ~ (-- co, co], p --+ He(p) is a continuous map from ~ --+ R. 
(c) He( p × q) = He(p) -/He(q) , p, q E ~,  fi ~ (-- co, co]. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let O satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1. Let 
t3 = (ln D) -1 l imt~ O"(t)/O'(t). He: ~@-+ R is continuous by (b). Suppose p, q ~ 
and He(p) < He(q). Then by Theorem 2, n-lO-x[O(n, p~)] < n-tO -1 X [6~(n, qo~)] 
for n sufficiently large. Multiplying both sides by n and applying O 
to both sides, we get p .  < q~. Thus, H e ~ ~(@). We now show H e is best. 
Suppose h e ~(O) and h(p) < h(q). He(p) > He(q) is impossible for then we 
would have p ,  < q~ and qo~ < p~ both holding. Thus He(p) ~ H~(q). Suppose 
H~(p) = H~(q). For each n ~ N, define a,  e ~ so that 
~(1) __  1 - -  n -~;  
c~(2) ~ /~-1; 
n 
t£(i) ~ 0,  i > 2.  n 
Define Pn ---- % × P, n ~ N. We have Pn --+ P in the topology f so h(pn) -+ 
h(p). Also by (c), He(p, ) : He(u,) + He(p). Now H~(~n) > 0 by (a) since ~ 
is not trivial. Thus, He@n) > He(p) : He(q) and so (p,)~ > q~. This implies 
h(p~) ~ h(q). Letting n--+ co, we get h(p)>/h(q), a contradiction, since 
h(p) < h(q). We conclude that h(p) < h(q) implies He(p) < He(q) , and so H e 
is best. 
Proof of the Auxiliary Result. The rest of the paper consists of a sequence 
of Lemmas which enable us to obtain Theorem 2. 
Let ~ be the family of all O: [1, ~)  --+ [0, or) which are twice differentiable, 
increasing, have non-vanishing derivative, and for which limt~, O"(t)/O'(t) 
exists and is in (--co, ov]. 
Fixp ~ ~ for the rest of the paper. We can assumep is not trivial, for otherwise 
Theorem 2 is easily seen to hold. Let A ----supp(p). Then [A I~ 2 and 
supp(p~) -~ A s, n~N.  I f  q~ ~cgn*(p~) , it is well-known [see Gallager (1968)] 
that the Kraft inequality~,~A, D-~¢ (*) ~ 1 is satisfied. Conversely if f: A n --+ N 
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satisfies E~An D -e(~) ~ 1, then there exists ¢ c c~n*(p~) such that ~(x) = f(x), 
x ~ A ~. Consequently, let ~ be the set of all functions d: A ~ --~ N such that 
~A-  D-t(~) ~< I. For O ~ ~-, define r(O, n) = O-l[@n, p~)]. From the above 
discussion, r(O, n) = inf<~% O-t[2~A~ p~(x) O(d(x))]. 
Let F: (--0% oo] --~ [0, log D I A 1] be the increasing continuous function 
such that F(fl) = HB(p) , fl ~ (-- Go, oo]. 
For each real fi, define 08: [1, oo) -+ [0, oo) as follows: 
08(t ) ~ D ~, fi >0;  
Oo(t) ~ t; 
08( 0 ~- 1 - -  D m, fi < O. 
Note that each O B c J and that (ln D) -1 lim~oo O~(t)/O~(t) =- ft. We remark 
that Theorem 2 follows for the family of functions {08 :/3 ~ R} from results of 
Acz61 and Dardczy (1975, pages 156-165) and Campbell (1965). 
We will need the following Lemma later. It may be obtained from Acz61 
and Dar6czy (1975). 
LEMMA 1. (A) Let --oo < fi < oo. Then nF(fi) <~ r(Os , n) < nF(fi ) -+- 1, 
n = 1, 2,... 
(B) Let --1 < fi < 0o. Let a =- 1/(fi-+- 1). For n = 1, 2,..., r(Oz, n) is 
achieved by a g ~cg~ satisfying for each x z A ~, logD(~,~A,p~(x')~/p~(x) ) <~ 
~(x) < logD(2~,~, P~(~')Sp~(x?) + 1. 
The following lemma will also be needed later. It is proved using H61der's 
inequality. The argument is but a slight modification of that appearing on page 
159 of Acz61 and Dar6czy (1975). 
LEMivia 2. Let --oo >f l>- - l ,  fl=/=O. Let q={q(x) :x~A ~} be a 
probability distribution on A ~ such that q(x) > 0 for all x ~ An. Then, 
3 -~ lOgD ( ~ p,~(x)q(x)-~) >~ nF(fl). 
-xeAn 
This next result is easily shown by considering fixed length codes. 
LEMMA 3. Let @ ~ ~.  Then r(O, n) < n 1ogD I A I + 1. 
LEMMA 4. Let c > 1. Let f'. A'~--~ [0, ~)  satisfy the Kraft inequality 
Z~A,  D-tC~) ~ 1. Then l{x e A m : f(x) ~<c}[ <~ D c and p~{x ~ A"  : f(x) <~ c} <~ 
Do (Pm~x)". 
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Proof. The result follows from the following inequalities: 
x~An {x:t(~)~c} {x:g(x )<~c} 
- :  n -~ l{x: ~(x) ~< c}l. 
L~MMA 5. Let 0~ , 02 e J .  Suppose lim,~oo O2(t)/O'a(t) > lim,.~o O'~(t)/O~(t). 
Then for some c > 1, 01 is a convex function of 02 on [c, oo) and O[/O£ is nonde- 
~re~sing on [c, o0). 
t i t  ! t it t t! ju t  Proof. Note that (01/O2) = (O~[Oz)((O1/ex) -- (O~,/Oz)). Hence we may choose 
(Oa/O2) > on c > 1 so large that ' ' ' 0 [c, oo). Thus 0'1/O~ is nondecreasing on 
[c, co). We now show O 1 is a convex function of O~ on [c, oo). This will follow if 
01 o O~ -~ is a convex function on [O~(c), O~(oo)), where O~(~) = l im,~ O.~(t). 
This is true provided (O~ o 02-~) ' is nondecreasing on [O~(c), 0~(oo)). Now 
(O~oO;~) ' (O;o -~ 'o  o = O~ )/(O~ O~). Thus (O~ O~a) ' is nondecreasing on 
[Oz(c), Oz(oo)) because 0£/O~ is nondecreasing on [c, co). 
COROLLARY. Let 0 e ~- .Let f i  -- l im,~ O"(t)/(O'(t) in D). 
(A) I f  fi* > fi, then lim~o~ O'(t)/D ~*t = 0 and for some c > 1, O'(t)/D B~t 
is a nonincreasing function of t on [c, aD), and 08. is a convex function of 0 on 
[c, ~). 
(B) I f  fl* < fi, then l imt~ O'(t)/D ~*~ : ~ and for some c > l, O'(t)/D ~*~ 
is a nondecreasing function oft  on [c, ~) ,  and 0 is a convex function of OB. on [c, oo). 
(C) I f  fi < O, then l imt~ O'(t) = 0 and 0(~)  = l im~ O(t) < oc. 
Proof. We first prove (A). Note that l im,~ O'~'.(t)/(O'~.(t) lnD) =fi*.  Thus, by 
Lemma 5, for some c > 1, O'/0~. is nonincreasing on [c, aD) and Oz. is a convex 
function of O on [c, oc). Since O'~.(t)/D ~** is a fixed positive constant for all t, 
O'(t)/D z*t is a nonincreasing function of t on [c, ~) .  Now choose fll so that 
fi < fil < fi*. By the preceding argument, O'(t)/DZ~ * is a nonincreasing function 
of t for sufficiently large t, say for t > c' > l. We have for t > c' that 
@'(t)/D ~*t : (O'(t)/D ~)  D %-B*)* 
(O,(c,)/O~O') #B~-~*)~  0 as t ~ ~.  
The proof of (B) is similar to that of (A) and is omitted. (C) follows by the 
following argument: l im~ O'(t) : 0 follows from (A) by taking fi* ---- 0. We 
have l imt~ O'(t)/O(t) = 0. I f  O(~)  -- ~ ,  then by L'Hospital 's Rule, 
lim~¢~ O'(t)/O(t) = l im~ O"(t)/O'(t) < 0, a contradiction. Thus 0(oo) ~ oo 
must hold. 
The proof of the following lemma uses Jensen's inequality and may be found 
in chapter I I I ,  section 3.4 of Hardy, Littlewood, and Pdlya (1952). 
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LEMMA 6. Let 0~, Oz be increasing continuous functions on [c, o9) such that 
Oa is a convex function of 0~ . Let o~a , ~ ,..., c~ be positive numbers umming to one. 
Let x~ , xz ,..., x~ be numbers in [c, o~). Then 
LEMMA 7. Let 0 ~ o~. Let 13 =- l im~ O"(t)/(O'(t) in D). Suppose ~ > --1. 
Then lira sup~® n-lr(O, n) <~ F(13). 
Proof. First suppose fi = oo. Then by Lemma 3 r(O, n) < n log~ A ] -t- 1 
and so lim sup~® r(O, n) <~ log D I A I --  F(oo). 
Now suppose 13 < oo. Fix fia so that oo > 131 > 13. Let a = 1/(131 + 1). By 
Lemma I, pick for each n a ~'~  c6'~ which achieves r (O~,  n) such that for every 
x ~ A% d~(x) >~ 1ogD(E.'~A- P~(X')~/Pn(x) ~) >~ n7, where 7 = 1ogD[Y,~'~A p(X')~/ 
(pmax) ~] > 0. Hence, minx~n~ f~(x)--~ o0 as n -+ oo. By the Corollary to 
Lemma 5, pick c > 1 so that OB~ is a convex function of O on [C, oo). Pick N 
so large that min~sA~ E~(x) >/ c for n >~ N. Then by Lemma 6, we have for 
n>/  N, 
r(O, n)<~ 0 --~ [ Z p~(x)O(t,~(x))] 
~x~A n 
J 
Hence lira sup~ n-Zr(O, n) <~ l im.~ n-lr(O~a, n) -~ F(fil). Let fil -~ t 3. Then 
F(131 ) --~ F([3) and Lemma 7 follows. 
LEMMA 8. Let 7: [0, 1] --~ [0, oo] be continuous. Let 7 be real-valued and 
continuously differentiable on (0, 1]. Let limit0+ 7'(t) ~- --or. Let T be a finite set 
and let #(T)  be the set of all probability distributions on T. Let c~ ~ {~i : i ~ T} 
be a fixed probability distribution on T such that each c~ > O. Let G: ~(T)  
[0, oo] be the map such that if  q = {qi : i ~ T} ~ ~(T) ,  then G(q) -~- ~ieT ~i7(qi)" 
Then there exists q* = {q~* : i ~ T} E ~(  T) which minimizes G on ~(  T). Further- 
more, qi* ~ O for all i ~ T and there exists a real number h such that c~iT'(q~) = A, 
i~T .  
Proof. ~(T)  may be regarded as a compact subset of IT  I-dimensional 
Euclidean space. Since 7 is continuous, G is continuous and so there exists 
q* ~ ~(T)  which minimizes G. Suppose q[ = 0 for a fixed i. Then q* > 0 
for some j. It follows that for sufficiently small positive E, e~iT(O ) + cqT(q[) 
~iT(e) + c97(q [ --  e). This implies that 7(0) is finite. Using the fact that 
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limt~0+ 7 ' ( t ) - -  - -~ ,  it is a simple application of the mean value theorem to 
show 
lira y(0) --  ~(~) ~.  
e~0 
Thus we have 
~ ~-lira ~(q*  - -  e) - -  y (q* )  = _% , (q . ) ,  
e~0 E 
a contradiction. Hence, q~ > 0 for all i. The existence of A now follows from 
Lagrange multiplier theory. See Battle (1964, Theorem 21.16, p. 267). 
LEMMA 9. Let 0 ~ 5~. Let/9 = l imt~ O"(t)/(O'(t) in D). Suppose fi > --1. 
Then lira infn~ ~ n-it(O, n) ~ F(fi). 
Proof. We may assume that O ~ 1 everywhere. (If not define 01 ~ ~ so 
that O1 = O + 1. Then lim~oo O'~(t)/(O~(t) In D) = l imt~ O"(t)/(O'(t) In D) 
and r(O, n) = r(O~, n) for every n. It thus suffices to prove Lemma 9 for O 1 .) 
Now we may extend O to [0, ~)  so that it is a twice-differentiable, non-negative 
function on [0, oo) with everywhere positive derivative. Let y: [0, 1] --> [0, oo] 
be the continuous function such that 
y(t) : O(--logDt), 0 < t <~ 1 
r(o) = o(0o). 
For each n, define Gn: ~(A  n) ~ [0, oo] so that if q = {q(x) : x z A n} z ~ (An), 
then Gn(q) = ~.~A~ pn(x) y(q~(x)). 
Let fe  c# n . Let q* z ~(A  n) be the probability distribution such that q*(x) = 
D-~(~) / (~,~ D-~(~')), x e An. Now by the Kraft inequality, --1ogD q*(x) = 
~(x) + log~(E~,~. D-e(~')) <~ /(x). Hence E~ P&) O(~(x)) >~ G~(q*) >~ 
infq~(~) Gn(q). It follows that r(O, n) >~ O-l(infq~p(A~) Gn(q)). 
We have limt~o+ y'(t) = limt~0+ --O'(--lOgD t)/(t In D) = limy~® --O'(y)/ 
(D-u In D), by making the change of variable t = D-~. By the Corollary to 
Lemma 5 this last limit is --oo. Thus by Lemma 8, we have for each n 
a q,~ z ~(A  n) such that 
(1) qn(x) > 0 for all xzA  n. 
(2) G~(q~) = infqa~(a,,) G~(q). 
(3) There exists An such that p~(x) ~'(q,~(x)) = A~ for all x c A% 
Now y'(qn(x)) = --O'(-- logD qn(x))/(q,(x) In D). Define t~n = --A, In D. 
Define ~. : A ~ -~ [0, oo) so that f~(x) = -- logv q.(x), x e A ~. 
We have 
(4) p~(x) O'(fn(x))/D -E.(zl = t~n, x e A n, n = 1, 2 ..... 
(5) 40 ,  n) > o -~[Z~,  pn(x) o(~(x))], n = ~, 2 ..... 
(6) #~ satisfies the Kraft inequality ~.~A- D-e"(*) <~ 1, n = 1, 2 ..... 
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Choose 13~ so that --1 < 13a < 13, and/31 @ 0. Let c~ ~- 1/(/31 @ 1). By the 
Corollary to Lemma 5 there exists c > 1 such that O(t)/DB~ t is a nondecreasing 
function of t on [c, 00) and O is a convex function of O~ on [c, 00). Suppose 
Y~(x) >/c.  Then 
t~,~ = p~(x) O'(~.(x))/D -6'(~) = pn(x) D(a+l)t~(x)(O'(En(x))/D~/~(°~)) 
>~ p~(x) D%+I)e"(°~)(O'(c)/DS~). 
Let 8 = O'(c)/Del ~. We have 
(7) D-e.(~)lx~ >~ p~(x)~8% (~(x) >~ c. 
Summing inequality (7) over all x ~ A n such that ~(x) >/c,  we get, using the 
Kraft inequality in (6) and Lemma 4, 
{X:~n(X))c} ~x~An {X:gn(X)<c} 
It ] > a~ Z P(x) ~' - -  De(Pmax) n~' ~- 3~'(Pmax)n°'[ Kn  - -  Dc] ' L\x~A I 
where K =- (ZxeA P(x)~)/(Pmax) ~ > 1. 
Returning to (4), we have for some sequence M~-~ 00, 
(8) D ~.<~) = t~./(p,~(x) O'(~(x))) >~ M,~/O'(f~(x)), x ~ A" ,  n = 1, 2 .. . . .  
Suppose minx~A. {n(x) <~ c for a fixed n. Then by (8), D ~ >/M./max[0.d @'). 
Since M n --~ oo, we see that for some N we have for n >~ N that 
minimA. #~(x) > c. Then by (5), Lemma 6, and Lemma 2, we have for n >~ N 
-xeA  n 
Hence lira in f~ n-lr(O, n) ~ F(131 ), Let fil -+ / 3 to complete the proof. 
LEMMA 10. Let 6) ~ ~.  Let 13 = lim t . ,  O"(t)/(O'(t) in D). Suppose fl ~ --1.  
Then lira sup,~+~ n-lr(O, n) ~ F(fi). 
Proof. From the Corollary to Lemma 5, we have (9(00) ~ 00. Fix n. By 
considering elements from ~n which assign length one to a sequence in A n 
whose probability is (Pmax) n, and assign ever longer lengths to the remaining 
sequences in A ~, it is easy to see that 
r(O, n) <~ O-l[O0)(p,~,,)~ + O(oo)(1 - -  (pm~x)~)]. 
Let Yn ~- O-l[O(1)(Pmax) '~+ 6)(00)(1 --  (Pmax)'~)]. 
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Applying L'Hospital's Rule twice, we obtain 
lira yn/n = l~rn [(O(1) --  O(0o))(ln pmax)(Pmax)n]/O'(yn) 
= lim [(inpmax)(O(y,) -- O(0o))]/O'(yn) 
= lira [(lnpm,~x) O'(y,,)]/O"(y~) = F(13). 
n->m 
LEMMA l 1. Let 0 ~ ~-. Let fi = limt~. O"(t )/( O'(t ) In D). Suppose t3 ~ -- 1. 
Then lira inf~+~ n-lr(O, n) >/F(fl). 
Proof. (Part I) We assume --0o </3  < --1. By the corollary to Lemma 5 
and L'Hospital's Rule, 
~im (0(o0) -- O(t))/D-' = {im --O'(t)/[(--ln D) D *] = O. 
Pick c > 1 so that 8(00) --  O(t)< 0(0O)D -t for t > c. Fix n. Let f~  cg~. Then 
[ Z p~(x) O(~(x)) -- y, p.(x) 0(0o) 
{x~An:d(x)>~e} {xeAn:d(x)>e} 
~ p.(x) 0(0o) D -e(*) < (Pmax) n 8(0(3) E D-e(x) ~ (Pmax) nO(0o). 
{x:d(x)~>c} xeA" 
Hence from the preceding and Lemma 4, 
Z p.(x) O(~(x)) > Z p.(x) O(E(x)) 
x~A~ {x:d(x)>c} 
{x:g(x)>e} 
> o(0o) (~ - D~p~)  - -  O(0o)(Pm~x) ~ 
= 0(oo) (1  - -  MP~,0 ,  
where M = D ~ + 1. Consequently r(O, n) >~ y~, where y~ = 0-1(0(0o) × 
(1  - -  Mp~max)). Applying L'Hospital's Rule twice, 
]him yn/n = lnQm ~ [--O(0o)(In Pmax)(Pmax)n]/O'(yn) 
= lim [(0(y~) - -  0(0o)) In Pmax],/O'(y~) 
= lninl m [(in Pmax) O'(yn)]/O"(yn)] = l og .  Pm~x/13 = F(13). 
It follows that lira infn_.oo n-*r(O, n) ~ F(fi). 
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(Part I I)  We now assume/~ =- - -  1. As pointed out in the proof of Lemma 9, 
we may assume O >/ 1. Then we may extend 0 to [0, oo) as a positive, twice 
differentiable function with positive first derivative. For each ~ such that 
0 < a < 1, define O~: [1, oo) -~ [0, oo) such that O~(t) -~ O(c~t), t >~ 1. We 
have 0~,  O >/ 0 ~ on [1, oo), and (0~) -1 =- a-lO-1. I f  ~ ,  then 
0 -~ Q~p,~(x)O(~(x))) >~0 -~ Q~p~(x)O~(~(x))) 
= ~(O~)-'Q~p~(x)O~(~(x))) • 
Taking the infimum over all d ~ ~,  we obtain r(@, n) >/c~r(0% n). Since 
lira (O~)"(t)/[(O~)'(t)In D] ~ - -a  > --1,  
we have by Lemma 9 that lim infno~ n-tr(0% n)>/ F(--~). Hence, 
lira in f~.  n-lr(O, n) >~ c~F(--~). Letting ~ --~ 1, we have by the continuity 
of V that lim in f ,~  n-lr(O, n) >/F(--1). 
Theorem 2 follows from Lemmas 7, 9, 10, and 11. 
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